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Our Vision is to 
be Africa's largest
events solution 
company.

With a network of expanding 
venues, expertise is managing 
both large and corporate 

events and unrivalled premium facilities in 
the events solutions space, Balmoral 
Group has become a household name in 
providing events all round solutions in the 
events space.

Our Mission

We exist to provide all round solutions to 
all event management needs. No matter 
the size, type or location of the event 
Balmoral understands every organizers' 
need to execute seamless events that 
meet your objectives by taking your 
dreams and making them our own.

Overview

Our Core Values

Empathy Excellence CreativityInnovation FluidityIntegrity

Balmoral Group is a 360 Degree Events Solutions Company providing all round 
event management services for its' discerning clients. With over 13 years' 
experience of providing different levels of event support, we pride ourselves in 

providing excellent services. We put our clients at the centre of everything we do 
and ensure that your event is smooth, seamless and stress-free. We go the extra mile 
to always offer something different to our clients, adding creativity and �air to create 
successful events that not only exceeds your goals but ours too. Balmoral Group has 
4 major divisions
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Balmoral
Venues

Balmoral Venues is the subsidiary of Balmoral Group that manages venue 
needs. We have an expanding network of venues strategically located 
around Lagos and a mobile division that can bring the venue to your 

doorstep. With multiple locations in Lagos and expand to other cities like Abuja 
and outside Africa, we are the largest venue providers in Nigeria and West Africa. 
In addition to this our mobile team, guided by the ethos of professionalism build 
and manage venues in any location required in Nigeria and West Africa. Some of 
venues are highlighted in the next few pages.

With multiple 
locations in Lagos 
and expand to 
other cities like 
Abuja and outside 
Africa, we are the 
largest venue 
providers in 
Nigeria and West 
Africa.
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he Balmoral Convention Centre is located on the premises of the Federal TPalace Hotel, a 5 star luxury hotel that offers state of the art facility and 
comforts of unimaginable proportions. Ideally situated in the heart of Victoria 

Island, the Balmoral Convention Centre is the preferred venue for gatherings of all 
kinds in the region. 

The partnership between Federal Palace and The Balmoral Group is one that ensures 
we cover end to end needs of event organizers. The state of the art facilities of the 
Convention Centre guarantees memorable events and home is not far off as rooms 
are available at the Federal Palace Hotel that offer comfort at its very best.

The Balmoral Convention Centre has 
been built for all types of events. We 
guarantee you will �nd it as the right �t 
for all your special events. See below the 
different types of events that can be 
held at the Balmoral Convention Centre.

Balmoral
Convention
Centre

Sitting Arrangement

Theatre

Hollow Square

Banquet 

Cocktail

Capacity Range

3500 - 4000

2000 - 2800

1500 - 2500

1500 - 2500

** Range is dependent the client's �oor plan

Balmoral Convention Centre has a track record of delivering excellence and also 
accommodating requests of clients even to the tenth mile to ensure that 
events are delivered according to speci�cation. We stay with you through the 

entire process from vendor meetings to execution and then clean up to ensure 
premium service is delivered.
Some other reasons why Balmoral Convention Centre is the preferred venue over 
others.

Ultra-Modern Facility - The Balmoral Convention Centre was built with your event 
in mind. With minimal restrictions our venue can be customized to suit your speci�c 
need.

Room Bookings at Federal Palace Hotel - As an event organizer you don't have to 
worry about late nights, as the Hotel provides comfort to relax at great rates. Rooms 
are also available to clients amazing rates too.

Capacity Expansion – Depending on the �oor plan of your event The Balmoral 
Convention sits between 2000 – 3500 people at a time (see. Capacities table). The 
convention centre is a 2100 SQM facility that can be expanded to a 5000SQM 
facility.

State of the Art Equipment - We have partnered with the best to ensure that all 
your technical requirements are possible and at the best rate you can get anywhere. 
Are you looking at hosting a corporate event, concert or wedding? Our technical 
partners have been carefully chosen to ensure our clients get the best of service in 
terms of sound, light, screens and any other customization that may be required for 
your unique event.

Parking – All your parking needs are covered as we have 3 parking areas within the 
premises of the hotel as well as a new large parking facility located just opposite the 
gate of the hotel that is secured with easy access. We also have valet parking option 
and a coordinated parking system allows you to have peace of mind during your 
event.

Why Balmoral 
Convention Center?

Corporate Events Conferences Comedy ShowsWeddingsExhibitions Seminars

Annual General Meetings Trade Shows Product Luncheons GalasMusic Concerts Fashion Shows

Kiddies Entertainment Conventions Sporting Events LecturesFestivals of all types Birthday Parties

Graduations Fundraisers Banquets

Security – Our strategic location ensures 
safety at all times and also have options 
available on request to engage additional 
security with are strategic partners. No 
matter the calibre of your guests, your 
safety is assured.

Facilities - We have top-notch facilities at 
the Balmoral Convention Centre that 
ensure you and your guests are 
comfortable from changing rooms to 
amazing toilets with a relaxed ambience.

Support Staff - Our staff are well trained 
to meet your needs. Whatever you 
require it is guaranteed that a solution 
will be provided for you to make sure 
your event goes smoothly. Our very 
courteous staff make it a priority to make 
you feel at home.
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he Balmoral Hall located right inside the Federal Palace Hotel is a 600 Tsquare meters facility that has a capacity of 250 guest banquet style 
seating and 400 guest theatre style seating. This facility can be used for 

your small capacity events.

ur world class facility provides O�exible menu options for 
corporate events from our 

acclaimed culinary team, and a best-in-
class service culture. Our range of wines, 
champagnes, spirits and other alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic drinks are second to 
none. You are also allowed to bring in 
your choice of food and beverages. This 
allows your organization to enjoy our 
360 Events Solutions advantage.

We can offer the under listed dishes;
· Continental
· African
· Chinese
· Japanese
· Indian

We are not your regular convention 
centre. We have the capacity to add 
expansion halls to the existing hall which 
enables you get your desired idea. Are 
you looking for a separate hall that will 
be attached to the main hall without 
interference from what is happening in 
the convention centre? Then we are also 
your solution provider for that as we can 
make any idea come to pass.

Our strategic location in the heart of 
Victoria Island makes your event more 
visible with the use of our Billboard right 
outside the Federal Palace Hotel, this 
makes it possible for you to advertise 
your events. We also provide branding 
options and ideas for your event.

Balmoral
Hall FPH

Food And 
Beverage

Expansion 
Capabilities

Advertising 
& Branding

Home of the Balmoral Convention Centre, The Federal Palace Hotel an 
opulent and luxurious 5-star hotel in Lagos, managed by Sun International, is 
known for its beach resorts, boutiques and nightlife. Overlooking Lagos 

Lagoon, this high-end hotel is 2 km from the Nigerian National Museum and 3 km 
from Freedom Park. Amongst other things, the hotel has 2 restaurants, a cosy wine 
bar, a pool, a gym and a 24-hour reception. The Hotel is also known for its world 
class Casino which has over 142 gaming machines and eight tables. The Casino also 
won the 2013 Travellers Awards for Best Casino in Nigeria.

Federal
Palace
Hotel

200 Events 500 SQ.M
in just the 
Balmoral Convention Centre

in event space

Over
Expansion potential from 
2100 sq. meter to over

300 Stands
per event

Able to accommodate over
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he Haven Event Centre is a beautiful 1700 square meter venue built to host Tseveral kinds of events situated in Ikeja GRA, Off Oba Akinjobi Road on the 
premises of The Archbishop Vining Memorial Cathedral Church. Easily 

accessible inside GRA Ikeja, it's the most exceptional and spacious event centre that 
has capacity to host over 2000 guests making it the biggest event place on the 
mainland.

The Haven
Event Center

Sitting Arrangement

Theatre

Hollow Square

Banquet 

Cocktail

Capacity Range

2500 - 3500

1000 - 2000

1000 - 1500

2500 - 3000

** Range is dependent the client's �oor plan
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he newest addition to the Balmoral Tfamily of Venues is the Balmoral 
Convention Center Sheraton Ikeja. 

Located on the popular Mobolaji Bank 
Anthony Way on the grounds of the 
prestigious Sheraton Hotel. The 
Convention Hall is a 3000 capacity 
building that caters to all kinds of events 
inclusive of Weddings, Concerts, 
Congresses, conferences, birthdays and a 
host of different events. With ample 
parking space, this new Venue can cater 
to a large number of guests and can be 
expanded to accommodate up to 4500.

The 1800sqm center is equipped with 
modern facilities unrivalled by any other 
event center in Lagos. The Center has an 
ultra-modern vanity room for guest to 
change in. In addition to this, the center 
is out�tted to be adaptable to different 
kinds of sitting for any event. The state of 
the art cooling system guarantees guests 
are comfortable at all times and 24hour 
supply means your event will go on 
without an interruptions. 

Balmoral Convention Center 
– Sheraton Hotels Ikeja

Sitting Arrangement

Theatre

Hollow Square

Banquet 

Cocktail

Capacity Range

2500 - 3500

2000 - 3000

2000 - 3000

2500 - 3000

** Range is dependent the client's �oor plan

Our partnership with Sheraton Hotels is 
one that has the utmost bene�t of the 
guest in mind. Bridal parties have access 
to rooms at great rates and out of town 
guests can take advantage of the great 
hospitality of the Hotel with prides itself 
on creating the ultimate comfort 
experience right in the heart of Lagos. 
From Intercontinental cuisine to 
premium customer service the DNA of 
comfort runs through from end to end 
inclusive of the services the Balmoral 
Convention Center offers.

Other facilities Include

· 24 Hour Security – Provided by the premises and 
additional security is available based on agreement.

· Audio-Visual Facilities – to cater to seminars, 
conventions and other business related events.

· Room Bookings – Sheraton Hotels provides the 
ultimate in comfort and hospitality experience.

· Proximity To Airport – With less than 30 minutes to 
both the International and Local Airport, the location is 
ideal for international guests.

State of the Art Equipment and well trained support 
staff that cater to our clients' every need. 

The Convention 
Hall is a 3000 
capacity building 
that caters to all 
kinds of events...

It is a superb venue for conferences, 
conventions, corporate events, 
exhibitions, music & comedy shows, 

social galas, weddings, Burial/service of 
songs, Anniversary,  birthday parties, 
Valentines party, kiddies event and much 
more. The Haven has been known to 
host a lot of high pro�le events.

A purpose-built event centre with the 
�exibility to accommodate virtually any 
event; from small intimate meetings to 
large conventions, weddings, 
exhibitions, and concerts. Our space is 
�exible, modern and accessible, 
allowing you to design the venue in 
order to suit your individual needs.

Proximity To Top Hotels With 
Bookings At Great Discounts

The Haven is strategically located to 
high end Hotels such as Radisson Blu 
Hotel, Protea Hotel, Sheraton Hotel and 
others, providing you with a comfortable 
place to relax before and after your 
event. In addition to this when you book 
events at the THE HAVEN you are 
entitled to a 20% discount on all rooms 
at the Radisson Blu Hotel.

Parking

The ample parking space gives The 
Haven an edge over other venues in the 
Ikeja Metropolis. The car park has the 
capacity to conveniently park over 3000 
cars within the premises without any 
obstruction and be rest assured that your 
cars are safe.

Security

A tight security system has been put in 
place to ensure your clients and their 

Why The
Haven?

assets are safe. With the Area F Police 
College and the Commissioner of Police 
of�ce situated around the venue be rest 
assured that you are in a safe 
environment. Smooth traf�c management 
is also coordinated.

Facilities

We have amazing facilities at The Haven 
that ensures you and your guests are 
comfortable from changing rooms to 
convenient toilets, vendor/service toilets, 
mini nursery, good and serene 
environment venue ambiance to cater to 
your every need no matter who your 
clients are

o Vendors Service Area
o Guest Toilets 
o Changing Room
o Service Entrance and toilets
o Well Trained support staff.
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The Balmoral Hall is a state of the 
art event centre located at the 
popular Kudirat Abiola Way, 

Oregun, Ikeja, Lagos.

The Balmoral Hall provides an excellent 
environment for all kinds of event 
ranging from corporate event, weddings, 
engagement ceremonies, Burial 
ceremonies, Birthday ceremonies etc.

The facilities on ground and the 
professional staffs, well trained and 
diverse in event planning makes The 
Balmoral Oregun event centre stand out 
in its environs.

The Balmoral event centre offers the 
perfect venue for all range of events. 
The modern décor boasts only of the 
�nest �nishes featuring, a stage, picture 
area, a fully furnished changing room, 
state of the art equipment, and lighting. 
Our space is �exible, modern and 
accessible, allowing you to design the 
venue in order to suit your individual 
needs.

The Balmoral Oregun is a 1200 square 
meter venue built to conveniently host 
and manage all kinds of event and 
occasions with a banquet sitting of about 
800-850 guest and a theatre sitting of 
1500 guest.

Balmoral
Oregun     

Why 
Balmoral
Oregun? Capacity

Sitting Arrangement

Theatre

Hollow Square

Banquet 

Cocktail

Capacity Range

1000 - 1500

750 - 1000

650 - 800

1200 - 1500

** Range is dependent the client's �oor plan
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Parking
Parking is key when it comes to event 
and our secured and well-coordinated 
car park allows you to park your car with 
easy access locating your car without any 
obstruction.

Security
When it comes to security you have 
nothing to worry about as our venue is 
well secured and protected to ensure 
that you and your guest enjoy the event 
at our venue.

Support Staff
Our competent and well trained staffs 
are always on ground to attend to your 
request and needs before and during 
the event to ensure that you have a 
smooth, successful and
Satisfactory event.

The facilities on 
ground and the 
professional staffs, 
well trained and 
diverse in event 
planning makes 
The Balmoral 
Oregun event 
centre stand out in 
its environs.

*All venues come with tables and chairs with option of Chiavari or Plastic depending on the venue*

Our mobile venues offer the best in 
terms of building, �nishing, and 
interior design with top of the 

range appliances and equipment. We 
can create pop-up mobile venues at any 
location or venue of your choice, on a 
hill, around a swimming pool, on the 
beach, in your compound, an open 
space of your choice for any types of 
occasions.

Our unique selling point is our ability to 
offer our customers the option to brand 
or customise our mobile venues. From 
internal and external panelling, changing 
the internal layout or installation of �at 
screen TVs – you name it; we'll do all it 
takes to make your vision happen.

Our aim is to offer each and every client 
not only an exciting and unique venue, 
but also the best in customer service. 
We create memorable experiences and 
opportunities that inspire your audience.

We build marques for all kinds of events 
from wedding receptions, birthday 
parties, concert, anniversary, AGMs, end 
of the year parties, burial receptions and 
the likes at any location you desire.

CAPACITY - We build any size and type 
of Ultra-Modern mobile marquee, 
custom design marquee, transparent 
roo�ng, raised roof, interior lining, 
chandeliers  �ooring from 100 square 
meter, 20,000 square meter, and so on 
which can also be moved all over the 36 
states of the federation and west Africa. 
Our mobile marque also comes with 
suf�cient air – condition, generating set, 
lighting, inner lining, �ooring, banquets 
tables and chair.

Balmoral
Mobile
Venues

Our unique selling 
point is our ability 
to offer our 
customers the 
option to brand or 
customise our 
mobile venues. 
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ENGINEERS - Our competent and 
committed engineers are always on 
ground to attend to your request and 
needs before and during the event to 
ensure that you have a smooth, 
successful and a satisfactory event. We 
also have trained staffs that have been 
put in place for your safety.

Our marquees come in both semi- 
permanent and temporary structures 
that feel like permanent structures. 

Features that make us the preferred 
choice include the following:

FLOORING – All our marquees come 
with pristine and solid �ooring that can 
be adapted to any kind of surface. Our 
engineers survey that environment and 
ensure that the your guests move around 
unhindered regardless on whether the 
outside topography is undulating, sandy 
or made of gravel.

DESIGN – Our marquees are structure 
with both objectives of functionality and 
aesthetics in mind. The State of the Art 
construction materials are waterproof 
and structurally sound and intricately 
design to be beautiful without any 
extras. Some of that materials used 
include are Voile and Spandex Finishing. 
Extra touches include chandeliers and 
spotlights used depending on your 
event.

FACADE - Another one of our expertise 
is building customized façade that �t 
into the theme of the event. No matter 
what your vision is we have the means to 
bring it to life.

Our marquees 
come in both semi- 
permanent and 
temporary 
structures that feel 
like permanent 
structures. 

AIR CONDITIONING – No matter the 
size of the marquee we have effective 
cooling which controls the atmosphere 
of your event making your guests 
comfortable through your events 
duration. Depending on the size of the 
marquee used our industrial ACs and 
packaged units are utilities that come 
with our mobile unit.

DECORATION – This service, though 
based on request, is an additional 
deliverable for any kind of event no 
matter that location you choose. Our 
goal is to ensure that your event is 
aesthetically outstanding.

As part of our services we have a 
LOGISTICS team that facilitates 
movement of materials to all parts of 
Nigeria. You name the location and we 
will be there.
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Balmoral
Live

The largest division of the Balmoral 
Group is Balmoral Live. This arm 
Balmoral works in conjunction 

with our mobile Venue department to 
create experience in locations like you 
have never experienced before.

Balmoral Live is a division that brings 
together our expertise in 
communications strategy, event 
management and also venue 
management to deliver shows that range 
from live sports, to political conferences, 
musical concerts, and cultural events. 
Even though we are not an agency, we 
operate through a systemic process that 
provides a platform for brands and other 
agencies to plug into.

To ensure we deliver a 360 experience we go through the following whether it is our 
own event or an event we are partnering on to execute.

Balmoral
Live

Ideation 
We do not just generate 
the ideas, we ensure 
that all stakeholders 
from the partners, 
creators and consumers 
bene�t from the 
experience.

Research and 
Development 
Before we embark on 
any journey we take a 
look at all parameters 
and �nd our backing for 
all ideas in empirical 
data to support all 
projects thereby 
ensuring success. Like 
they say numbers do not 
lie.

Experience 
Design
We design all aspects of 
the event ensuring that 
all touch points in ful�l 
both partner objective 
and consumer 
experience are met 
bene�cially.

3D Design 
We show you how it will 
be done and then take 
that vision and bring it 
to life with our 
exception design team.

Creative 
Production 
Some elements of 
creating a fantastic 
experience are yet to be 
seen. We pride 
ourselves on doing that 
which has not been 
done before and create 
whatever is necessary to 
give a full sensory 
experience.
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Marketing Communications 
From pre  to post creative services, we can deliver to all media outlets and channels, 
drivers to run any kind of campaign be it traditional or new media.

 Plug-in Platforms
 We take events a step further and create platforms for other brands to plug-in to, 
which in turn gives them access to thousands of consumers and access to real time 
feedback.

We provide full installation of services for large sporting events and also temporary 
culture space for concerts and shows.
Once again our experienced hands deliver a full bouquet of services to ensure 
smooth end running of the events.

We provide full 
installation of 
services for large 
sporting events and 
also temporary 
culture space for 
concerts and 
shows.

Our Portfolio
Sporting Events

Russia In Lagos 2018 – the largest football viewing centre in West Africa which 
mirrored the fan zone for the 2018 Russia World Cup. It took place on the grounds of 
Eko Atlantic City and ran for 32 days.

FRIDAY FIGHT NIGHT – · A monthly 
boxing event that is designed to promote 
boxing both in Nigeria and on the 
International scene. These boxing 
matches take place every month on the 
second Friday of the Month at the 
Balmoral Convention Center. This is a 
lifestyle entertainment event providing 
alternate entertainment in Nigeria.
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Wizkid “Made In Lagos” 
Shutdown  the third 
installation in the Xchange 
Music Festival events, 
which also held at the Eko 
Atlantic City.

Exhibition 
and Fairs

Style by Zenith Bank Fair

International Drinks Festival 
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Balmoral
Exhibition

Balmoral
Exhibition

Balmoral Exhibition division handles 
all your booth requirements from 
the brief, to design, fabrication, 

onsite project management and build up. 
We supply solutions for trade shows and 
exhibitions covering major sectors in 
business.

From Brand Showcases to food fairs, 
product launches and building of stands 
and booths in other venues other than 
our own, we have a track record of 
delivering excellence and innovation with 
every event we have worked on.
Here again we bring our expertise to the 
fore in the following areas to ensure 
businesses get maximum return on 
investment and make that right business 
connections to establish long term 
relationship to boost their businesses.
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Ideation 

Marketing Communications

Creative Production 

Our Turnkey Solutions Include 

Custom design stands

Shell Schemes

Carpet and Flooring

Electricals and Air conditioning

Graphics and signage

Registration Areas

Design and Floor Plan

Stand Furniture

Exhibition organization services

International Drinks 
Festival 2017 & 2018 
an annual exhibition of all the players in 
the drinks industry, where they come 
together to network and showcase their 
goods and services available to their 
consumers

Wed Expo
this is also an annual exhibition 
showcasing all the major players in the 
wedding industry. Major stakeholders in 
the wedding industry come to showcase 
their products and services at this fair. es 
available to their consumers

Some of the major exhibitions 
we have executed are 
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Each project is handled by a 
dedicated project manager who 
manages end to end seamless 
delivery on all touchpoints 
inclusive of

· Décor
· Design and �oor plan
· Electricals and Air conditioning
· Graphics
· Audiovisuals
· Installations

Balmoral 
Exhibition 
division handles 
all your booth 
requirements 
from the brief, to 
design, 
fabrication, 
onsite project 
management 
and build up.

Balmoral
Hospitality

Zenith Bank Style 
Fair  
a fashion and lifestyle fair that was held 
for 2 days, showcasing the best of 
fashion and luxury lifestyle elements.
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For more than 12 
years, we have 
covered several 
areas of expertise 
to ensure delivery 
of flawless events. 

Balmoral
Hospitality

A division in the works set out to provide 
top notch hospitality services to all clients 
both new and existing. The goal of this 
arm will be to rede�ne comfort and 
luxury lifestyle living for its patrons as well 
as create unique event atmosphere which 
involves blending a series of small details.

We provide tailor made hospitality 
service packages to include

1. Out�tting and layout of spaces
2. Temporary installations
3. Furniture
4. VIP areas
5. Hostesses
6. Audiovisual solutions

Our other divisions already exhibit some 
attributes in terms of how we cater to 
events. However Balmoral Hospitality is 
still in its cocoon stages.

For more than 12 years we have covered 
several areas of expertise to ensure 
delivery of �awless events. Our people 
are trained, tested and equipped to give 
you the very best in 

1. Project Management
2. Marketing Communications
3. Event Management
4. Venue Management
5. Design; and 
6. Hospitality.

We have shown you our expertise and 
are ready to hold your and right from 
designing your �oor plan to execution. 
Now let's build your dreams and help you 
achieve your goals.

As the largest events solutions company in Nigeria and West Africa, we are 
invested in bringing you excellent service delivery.

Every project is guided by certain guideline spelt out in a Service Level 
Agreement which details the following:

1. Use of up-to-date equipment
2. Standard project management processes
3. Skilled and presentable workforce
4. Health and safety compliance
5. Insurance (where applicable)
6. Project timing 
7. Quality of service and �nish
8. And the best staff with proven ethics and respect of people as culture

A Guarantee Of 
Quality Service Delivery
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We have the very 
best vendors to 
ensure  guaranteed 
service delivery

We have teamed up with the best in the events space to 
deliver every possible need you might have for you event 
requirements. We have the very best in these following areas 
to guarantee service delivery par excellence:

1. Lights
2. Sound and Stage
3. Audiovisual Systems
4. Ticketing and Registration
5. Creative production
6. Procurement
7. Catering and Many more.

*A list of some of our partners are seen on the Index Page.*

Balmoral Partners Our Past
Clients
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A: 1 Grillo Street, Ikoyi, Lagos

E: info@balmoral.com.ng

W: www.balmoral.com.ng
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